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Executive  
Summary

: Enhancing your travel program

digitally instead of face-to-face, struggled for many years 
to establish themselves within business. Quality was 
poor in their early days, but the tools were also poorly 
managed. 

Of 442 travel managers surveyed in October 2015, 
Advito found 76% working for companies deploying 
video-conferencing, with 24% using high-end immersive 
systems like Telepresence. And 81% have access to either 

market for these services is set to double by 2020.1

A number of factors have contributed to its acceptance 
among business consumers:

•
Prices have fallen rapidly, and some entry-level 
products are available for free.

needs and price points. These include much wider 

are proving popular, as they’re portable and much 
cheaper than immersive systems.

cameras featuring on most digital devices.  

Technology has improved the user experience with 

also easier to use, with no need to employ experts 
to operate the equipment. And cloud-based bridging 

products can now connect much more easily. 

at home or in other countries) is a challenge faced by 

easier for them to work together.  

1    Transparency Market Research, Video Conferencing Market – Global Industry Analysis, Size, Share, Growth,  
Trends and Forecasts 2014-2020, January 2015
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: Enhancing your travel program

department is typically responsible for virtual 

in the Advito survey.

rather than on wider company strategy. It should be 
travel managers who manage virtual tools, as they’re 
accustomed to helping employees make the right 
booking choices. Travel managers could also integrate 
virtual tools with travel to help employees choose the 

management. However, today, 64% of travel 

That’s the short version of how to make that happen. 

travelers and the company.

 

 
 

Executive Summary
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: Enhancing your travel program

in the 20 or so years since the technology launched. 

were disillusioned with the results. Not only was the 

• Slow, jerky images didn’t synchronize with the audio.

• It required special equipment, kept in dedicated 
rooms, which had to be scheduled and booked in 
advance.

clients. Add in the growing need to travel because of 

seeing travel costs rise, not drop.

, the third stage of Gartner’s 
Hype Cycle (see below) model.2 However, we believe 

deserves a place high up the .

Introduction 
virtual collaboration

2    Gartner, Gartner Hype Cycle

VISIBILITY

Technology trigger
Trough of disillusionment

Slope of enlightenment

TIME
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: Enhancing your travel program

at introducing, or stepping up, usage of it in your company.

 – It’s faster, more reliable, 
and picture and sound quality have improved enormously. 

video-conferencing can now interact through the cloud 

personal computers and high-end, dedicated conferencing 
equipment.

 – Costs are falling by 

 – At its most basic level, 
one-to-one video calling (through Skype for example) has 
become a familiar experience in both the business and 
consumer worlds. 

From simple instant messaging to high-end “immersive” 

conferencing systems”:  Specialized but portable kit that 

In this paper we make the case for travel managers 

address a major challenge that needs solving: While 

many companies lack a strategy to integrate these 

travel managers, because they can provide a strategic 

Research by Advito suggests the ICT department owns 

can enhance its strategic value by ensuring it’s used to 
bring people together in the most appropriate way. This 

virtual means.

in the travel program, can make you much more 
important to your business. It extends your reach to 

which no one else has picked up in most companies. 
It also presents a new savings opportunity. This white 

Introduction
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than you’d think. In October 2015, Advito surveyed 
442 people responsible for managing travel within 
their company. We found many using most forms of 

Unsurprisingly, almost all businesses use telephone 
conference calls (92%). Instant messaging, associated 

too (74%). And, most revealing of all, 76% use 
video-conferencing in their business, while another 24% 
use immersive systems such as telepresence. Altogether, 
81% have access to video-conferencing or telepresence 

According to Transparency Market Research, the global 
video conferencing market was valued at $3.31 billion 
in 2013 and is expected to more than double to $6.4 
billion by 2020.3 Revenue growth is predicted in spite of a 

Use of video-conferencing is expanding within businesses. 
Cisco told us that while in the past the technology 

because access to some form of video-conferencing is 
available almost everywhere.

Increasing 
virtual 

collaboration 

Text messaging

Conference calls

Video-calling

Video-conferencing

Telepresence

Other

74%

30%

92%

58%

76%

24%

7%

3    Transparency Market Research, Video Conferencing Market – Global Industry Analysis, Size, Share, Growth, Trends and Forecasts 
2014-2020, January 2015

: Enhancing your travel program
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Again, our own survey supports what Cisco says: 
45% of respondents with video-conferencing and/or 

available to more than three-quarters of their employees. 
Only 10% make the tools available to less than 10% of 
employees.

from e-mail at one end to immersive systems involving 

However, there were gaps in the spectrum where no 
tools were available. In the last few years those gaps have 

spectrum” now looks something like this:

growth over the last couple of years has been in two 
areas: free video calling (using Voice over Internet 

systems (MCS).  For those interested in re-thinking travel 

video-conferencing equipment. MCS is less lifelike than 
immersive systems, but has two crucial advantages:

• It is much cheaper. 

• It is portable. Businesses don’t need dedicated 

technology comes to the user, not vice versa.

: Enhancing your travel program
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mobile or PC-based – now include a camera. This means 

as Google Hangouts, allow video-conferencing for up to 

quality, and sound has improved to match. Sharing 

one screen have also become much easier.

 – Video technology used to be so 

was needed on-site to make it work. Now, like good 

talking – is becoming standard thanks to biometrics and 

broadband speeds have accelerated, streaming services 
are placing less demand on bandwidth.  So there’s now 
a bigger pipe with less going through it. It means that 
high-quality conferencing, even from home, is a reality.

 – Video-conferencing 
bridging technology has moved into the cloud, which 
means it has become much more interoperable. For 
example, high-end video-conferencing system 

or telecoms providers like AT&T and BT. Users can also 

someone using a PC can video-conference with someone 
on a tablet or a desktop video-conferencing unit.

For many years, video-conferencing prices stayed 
constant. But entry-level video-conferencing is now free, 
and this in turn – along with increased user numbers – 
has forced down the price of paid-for video-conferencing 

steeper the drop in price.

Previously, users of specialized video-conferencing 
equipment needed their own bridging hardware plus 

Cisco, 40% of video-conferencing costs were eaten up by 
infrastructure. Those costs have now disappeared.

costs in two ways:

• The equipment is cheaper.

• No dedicated rooms are needed, 
saving real estate costs.

4

High-quality desktop MCS Immersive
US$2,000 US$3,000-$40,000 $150,000 plus 

real estate costs

: Enhancing your travel program

4    Provided verbally by Cisco. Prices are approximate.

Increasing 
virtual 

collaboration 
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telepresence rooms – that’s a bit less than four 

a purchaser’s return on investment on telepresence.5  
Each telepresence room carries “a price tag of over 
US$100,000.” And a telepresence suite is largely 

 
nature of the room’s furniture. 

 

is increasing because they are less likely to work in the 

•  Companies are becoming more globalized, so 

•  Growing numbers of employees work away from 

20-25% of the U.S. workforce does some teleworking 
every week, and 80-90% would like to telework.  In 
the United Kingdom, 13.9% of the workforce does not 

5.0% who work predominantly at home and 8.9% who 
7

: Enhancing your travel program

Thanks to its much lower price, MCS is selling very 
well in a market that immersive systems previously 

small but reliable demand for elite products such 
as TelePresence, which create the impression users 

for which there is always some demand, while MCS is 
a much more popular business class.

accessible to more people and 
enables hybrid conferences.

5    , April 13, 2010
6    

7    , 4 June 2014

Increasing 
virtual 

collaboration 
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demand for it. But one piece in the jigsaw is missing: 

Our survey points to why companies aren’t yet making 

video-conferencing and/or immersive said these tools are 
owned by their ICT department. And a whopping 64% of 

or maintaining hardware.

Moving control of technology out of the ICT department 
is an established enterprise-wide trend. Today, 40% of ICT 

hit 90% by 2020. 

because of technical issues, such as managing bandwidth 

also needs to help, when users don’t understand how 

if rooms need to be booked for conferencing. But, once 

Increasing 
virtual 

collaboration 

: Enhancing your travel program

8    Forbes, 40 Percent of IT Spending Is Outside CIO Control, December 2, 2013
9    Gartner, Gartner Says Every Budget is Becoming an IT Budget, October 22, 2012
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Should I stay or 
should I go?

The target is to encourage employees to choose the most 

spectrum they go, the more impact travel managers can 

sense of employees to decide when to use them. 

add most value. These tools cost the most, too, but they 

business. 

All you need is a strategic plan for this new concept of 

you build one.
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management. In fact, a perfectly executed strategy at this 

which fully integrates travel and video-conferencing 

important part of your strategy. Changing mindsets is 

processes.

Create a total 
collaboration 
management 

strategy

: Enhancing your travel program
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First, you need facts. 

business today?

• Do you have video-conferencing or telepresence 
rooms and where are they located? What are the 

that the tools are used)?

• How many employees in the business have access to 
the tools?

• Which employees have access (e.g. is there 

• Do those employees know they have access?

• Can employees use those tools to connect to people 
outside the business?

out what they did and didn’t like about them. 

• How much does your business spend today on travel?

• Where do you spend it? 

• Most crucially, why do your people travel? If you don’t 
yet capture reasons for travel at point of booking, do 
this for say six months before taking this project any 
further.

Remind yourself what your company’s core aims are, then 

to those goals. Cost containment is the most obvious 
goal, but there are others:

 – Improving work/life 

necessity. If employees replaced some of those trips with 

Create a total 
collaboration 
management 

strategy

: Enhancing your travel programAte, compecon
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integrates with travel?

• How much room do you see for improvement?

• How challenging will it be to persuade the business to 
work with you, senior management, ICT and end-users 
(the people who meet)?

to senior management:

• Why the company should step up its investment in 

• Why you (as travel manager) should take over 

In both cases, explain how senior management approval 
would empower you to meet the business’s strategic 
goals you researched in Step 1.

 – Instead, present 

then request permission to research your proposals as a 
formal project.

 – There is no escaping 

investment are most likely to win senior management 

it’s used to replace a long-haul trip. 

The challenge is proving a trip was avoided by using 

something was going to happen, but didn’t. 

reason for travel for every trip for six months or more. 

fast return on investment would be very high. It would be 

investment (ROI).

Create a total 
collaboration 
management 

strategy

: Enhancing your travel program
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Create a total 
collaboration 
management 

strategy
US$80 million

US$ 12.75 million

US$48,000

 
32

 

0.3%

That should be a very easy target to exceed and on which 
to start making major savings.

London-Frankfurt
London-Paris
Frankfurt-Paris
London-New York
New York-San Francisco
New York-Phoenix
San-Francisco-Phoenix
San Francisco-Frankfurt
San Francisco-Mumbai
Frankfurt-Moscow

 

won’t be achieved if no one uses 

available, which is where things have 

is why the business case should 

 

persuading them to travel less. According to this line of thinking, colleagues 
who meet virtually realize they can achieve a lot working together, and that 

The Advito survey suggests this theory is outdated. Only 3% of respondents 
with video-conferencing and/or immersive systems believe using these 
tools led to more travel. On the contrary, 55% believe it reduced trip 
numbers. More worrying, however, is that a large minority (42%) saw no 
change in trip volumes.

Example

: Enhancing your travel program
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• If basic procurement strategies have not been used 

suppliers.

• Review what is on the market to assess which level of 
quality will meet employees’ needs.

to cloud-based bridging. However, check that you have a 

• Address the challenges uncovered in your user survey.

• Replace out-of-date kit.

• Create an online booking schedule for shared (MCS and 
immersive) units. Put the schedule on the company 
intranet and, ideally, a company app.

available, what they can be used for, how to use and 
how to book them.

Even if you only go as far as Step 3, the chances are 
you’ll already achieve major improvements for your 
business. Step 4 adds a completely new dimension to 
your travel strategy.

Say farewell to your company travel policy as you know 

even more important than the content of the new 

powerful statement of intent that employees will in 
future consider the two together.

 – In theory, an ideal policy would 
include a “should I stay or should I go?” algorithm – a 
clear, rule-based decision matrix to decide whether a 

so many variables that decisions need to be weighed up 
case by case. However, it’s certainly possible to provide 
guidance. A simple example would be to say teams 

connect virtually.

Create a total 
collaboration 
management 

strategy

: Enhancing your travel program
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And there is nothing wrong with adding a matrix to 

they could be asked to consider include:

reduce the frequency of my trips? 

• How many people from the company are traveling? 
Could fewer of us travel? 

cannot be achieved through other means? 

I could meet more easily virtually without damaging 

around your guidelines. For example, if employees want 

their head of department. Or make it policy that, before 
booking any trip, employees must discuss with their line 
manager whether travel or virtual is more appropriate.

 – Employees are accustomed 
to rules about what they can and cannot do when 

gone unmanaged, important rules about its use may 
be missing. For example, most travel policies cover 
security issues. Rules are also needed for safe and 

especially non-enterprise tools like Google Hangouts.

process. Another 5% plan to do so within the next 12 
months. There are three stages of integrated booking 
maturity:

The simplest and most common form is to ask travelers 
while they’re booking a trip if they’ve considered virtual 

message on an online booking tool or when talking on 
the phone to the travel management company (TMC) 
consultant.

TMC, the TMC consultant needs to know which virtual 
tools are available (both for the traveler and the person 

booking tool that connects to a video-conferencing 

Create a total 
collaboration 
management 

strategy

: Enhancing your travel program
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far with very limited success. Although the technology is 
viable, the concept has failed to sell well.

have to bring together various stakeholders. Internally, 
these might include the ICT department plus whoever 
manages the schedules for conferencing equipment 
and rooms. Externally, stakeholders could include 
video-conferencing suppliers, TMCs and booking tool 
providers.

Finding a reliable way to report on integrated total 

success, and how do you measure it? As already 

performance indicators, which could be helpful for a 

How many video-conferences are booked?

What percentage of available hours for 

Have travel costs as a percentage of sales revenue 
fallen?

Has the percentage of trips made for internal 

these cases, cost avoidance can also be measured 
successfully: The cost of the trip that was not taken 

Surveying employees is another useful measure to 
expand overall understanding. How easy are they 

do use them, how well are they achieving the goals 

Create a total 
collaboration 
management 

strategy

: Enhancing your travel program
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is important. Telling your company it has progressed to 

A white paper from sister company BCD Travel, Traveler 

encourage the switch from travel to virtual. 

also very important. 

Some companies have taken this idea as far as branding 

IKEA markets its program internally as “Meet More, 
Travel Less.” A single department (formerly the 
travel department) controls both travel and virtual 

the joined-up thinking. The branded message is also 

management is a mandatory leadership role for 
management and yearly departmental business plans 

10

Create a total 
collaboration 
management 

strategy

10    BCD Travel,  
book and travel smarter, January 10, 2013

: Enhancing your travel program
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evolving fast. For example, Harvard Business School has 
created HBX Live!, a virtual classroom where a lecturer 
teaches up to 60 students remotely. They watch the 

screens.11

hologram is also now a reality. It is very convincing, but 

future, even more immersive technology, using virtual 
reality visors, is a possibility.

But for the immediate future, over the next couple of 
years, we believe the most important changes will be 

18 months over the next few years. Watch out too for 

strategic partnership in summer 2015.

within companies, and in turn a greater need than ever 
to manage how they are used. Meanwhile, demand 

environmental and quality-of-life reasons. Now that 

future will be all about marrying virtual and face-to-face 

Making total 
collaboration a 

reality

11    Poets & Quants, Harvard Business School’s Classroom Of The Future, August 25, 2015

: Enhancing your travel program
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Please contact
500 West Madison Street
Suite 1200
Chicago, Illinois 60661

(888) 812-8725
advice@advito.com
www.advito.com

About Advito
Advito is the travel industry’s most progressive consultancy, enabling procurement leaders to 

management for higher program returns. We provide advisory, procurement and outsourcing 

We minimize our clients’ travel spend and maximize their travel program value in a data-rich, 
consumer empowered world. Headquartered in Chicago, Advito operates in key business 

www.advito.com.

About BCD Group
BCD Group is a market leader in the travel industry. The privately owned company was 
founded in 1975 by John Fentener van Vlissingen and consists of BCD Travel (global corporate 
travel management), Travix (online travel: CheapTickets, Vliegwinkel, BudgetAir, Vayama and 

almost 100 countries with total sales, including franchising, of US$22.8 billion. For more 
www.bcd-nv.com.
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